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[ wIite in strong SUppOit of plOposed IUle 17 CFR 240.17g-8, regarding Credit Rating ~ 
Methodologies. As evidenced by the sub-prime mOitgage crisis 0[2008, credit ratings play an 
integral role in the integrity of the global financial system and as such they should be assigned 
with deliberate care and precision. 

Credit ratings issued by nationally recognized statistical rating OIgaruzations (NRSRO) have 
evolved into important predictive measurements used to evaluate the financial health and credit 
wOIthiness ofan entity These credit ratings are not only relied upon by investors ar'ound the 
wOlld, but also cany very real implications fOi business owners and taxpayers alike . POI these 
people, it is not merely a letter gradation that is at stake; rather it is the difference of a business 
being able to hire more employees or an added tax burden on a citizen ofa municipality. Given 
the above considerations, it is exceptionally impOItant that latings be assigned methodically, in 
adherence with a set of predetermined and publically disclosed and transparent policies and 
procedures . Ihis rule would provide both investors and those being rated with the proper context 
from which they can better understand a finn's rating decision Furthelmore, the rule would 
prodnce consistency allowing entities to be judged relative to other like entities . 

[ also write to encourage fiuther rule making on this matter in order to accomplish the following 
goals: 

• 	 Require NRSROs to disclose proposed cledit ratings to the rated entity prior to releasing 
the rating publicly . 

• 	 Require that the NRSROs explain the rationale behind the proposed credit rating plior to 
releasing the rating publicly_ 

• 	 Require that NRSROs create and enfOlce policies and procedures that provide lated 
entities with the I ight to appeal a pl'Oposed credit rating, prior to releasing the rating 
publically , 

• 	 Require that NRSROs, in the event of an appeal, give reasonable consideration to a rated 
entities' arguments, priOt to releasing the rating publically . 
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I thank you for your time, consideration and hard work on this important matter, If you have any 
ftu1her questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact Vince Sarubbi ofmy staffat 202
225-6501 or Vincent.Salubbi@mail.house.gov. 
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Robelt E. Andrews 
Member ofCongress 
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